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OLIVES FRANCESC
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1

FRANCESC «OLIVETA»

OLIVES
PICKLES
PRESERVES

Stall 949
Tony Soprano. I know it's a cheap joke, but nobody ever said I could make my living as a stand-up comedian. It's just that whenever I look at Francesc, it's the first thing that comes to mind. I see him with the cigar, dressed in black, standing twenty metres away from his stall, mumbling something incomprehensible, as if he had discovered that a meteorite was about to fall and could no longer come to La Boqueria to sell olives. All sorts of olives, just to be clear, because Francesc has never been a one-olive kind of guy. One woman, yes; one olive, no.

I see him and think of the mobster from Queens who has to struggle against everything every day and return home in one piece. Except for the fact that Francesc doesn't shoot anyone, beat people up and isn't the boss of a dangerous criminal organisation, I'd say he's a dead ringer. He has olives - big, small, oval, round, spicy, stuffed... In fact, if there's an olive that Francesc doesn't sell, it's because it doesn't exist. This man, who is more Barceloní than Barcelona itself and who knows La Rambla better than he does his own dining room, has spent more years in La Boqueria than anyone. If it weren't for the fact that the person everybody greets as 'chief' is me, they should be saying it to him. No, perhaps chief suits me better, but **HE WILL ALWAYS BE 'THE BOSS'**.

Francesc the olive seller is a son of La Boqueria. This is not just a figure of speech - you know, something you say to embellish a sentence. No, what I'm saying is genuinely authentic (which is a figure of speech). In the 1970s, Francesc's parents met in the market. One had a stall selling chickens, and the other a stall selling olives. Their story is that of any couple of teenagers who spend the day studying at the library (if there still are any) and then start to eye each other, to like each other and - if luck is on their side - to fall in love. Francesc's parents came to like each other between chicken breasts and Manzanilla olives, a market love story, if it can be called that. Why not? I like it. Let's call it that.

The fruit of their marriage was a gigantic chicken and olive stall. All right then, I made that up. Out of their marriage came a guy as big as the Sagrada Familia, with a bad temper like the people you greet with 'good morning', and who answer you with, 'I'll let you know tonight if it was a good one'. He's the stereo typical **PISSED-OFF CATALAN** who never has a reason to smile, except when nobody's looking at him. Francesc always says that he used to smoke Montecristos from Cuba but now only smokes Caliqueños from Valencia. When he does,
I think back to the times when La Boqueria was one big family, when we all knew each other (and when I say all, I mean all) and the whole neighbourhood came to do the shopping at our stalls. It was before the arrival of the tourist tsunami, the hyper-interventionist city council, or of those clever people who think that you can run a food market as if it were a hospital or a police station. We all earned a good living in those days, and people would smile. Perhaps it’s naïve on my part, but La Boqueria back then seemed to be a different place, where the group was the most important thing and selfishness was rare. The market today is a monster with shiny scales, but a monster no less. Francesc is a kind of Robinson Crusoe, lost on an island, never giving up, which is probably the reason everybody knows him, loves him and admires him. And of course, his olives are fantastic.

Seeing that there’s time and nobody to bother us, let me tell you Francesc’s story. Tony Soprano—sorry, Francesc, studied to be an industrial mechanic, but just like those who hear the call of the wild and flee the big city by moving to the country, this forty-something-year-old gentleman (I won’t reveal his real age, seeing as I’m the one who runs into him in the market every day), HEARD THE CALL OF THE OLIVE. Although he denies it, I imagine it to have been a sort of epiphany in which a giant mojo picón olive appeared to him in his dreams. ‘Francesc, quickly, get dressed and go to La Boqueria to sell olives to humanity,’ it said to him in a deep, mojo picón olive voice. Francesc will deny this version of the story, but I’m the one who invented it and it seems believable to me.

Francesc’s family began to sell olives in La Boqueria in 1935, and the man keeps plugging away, as if he weren’t stubborn enough. His brother also used to work here, but now it’s his wife who watches over him to make sure the olive king doesn’t smoke more cigars than he should. Even so, one of the best things you could do in the market before midday is go in search of Francesc at his stall, ask him for a bit of cheese and a bottle of wine, and chat with him about the sacred and the profane. As tends to happen with people whose everyday life is lived at street level, what comes out of Francesc’s mouth isn’t pushed through a literary sieve, nor is it fruit of a keen reflection brought on by the reading of the Greek classics; what Francesc says is the unfiltered version of what you and I would think when attempting to determine why this market, one of the great icons of the Barcelona we know and love, has been turned into a kind of Cirque du Soleil, where the timeless classics have been relegated to a side of La Boqueria where a ghostly calm seems to reign.
Anybody would think that the leaders of this city would be only too willing to lend a hand so that the workers in La Boqueria’s market stalls, who have given it everything they have again and again (wearing out their health in the process), can continue to go through the motions of making a living from their work. But this is not the case, my friends. While some people can sell fruit in a plastic cup and everybody is okay with it, Francesc can’t serve his customers a drink because ‘you need a special permit’, which strengthens his belief in what many economists say: that the real virus we’re suffering from is bureaucracy, not capitalism.

Nevertheless, the olive-seller holds his ground, while lifting and shifting around gigantic tubs of olives which would give the Hulk a ruptured disc, but he merely displays the grin of a man in a hurry to get it over with. I suppose this is the perfect definition of Francesc’s character, that of a man as indomitable as Paul Newman in that film, you know, the one where he scoffs down 52 hard-boiled eggs. Or was it 50? Don’t try it yourself, just in case.

If you ever go and see Francesc, and you get him talking, he’ll tell you that he hasn’t had a holiday in eleven years, and that he devotes so much time to his work that when he gets home, he doesn’t feel like doing anything. He’ll also tell you that THERE’S NOT EVEN 50 PER CENT LEFT of the original market, and of all the stalls in La Boqueria during its heyday, there are only half a dozen left. Their places have been occupied by people without any social or cultural interest in what we do, without a clue of the place we occupy, without the least concern to know why, year after year, we are considered the best market in the world. But they don’t have to endure the pressure of bureaucracy because what they do is as harmful as it is inoffensive. Francesc says they aren’t to blame; rather, it’s the people who let them do it who are responsible. I’m inclined to blame both sides, because one culprit isn’t enough for me (I’ve never been a person to do things by halves).

Forgive me if I sound sentimental – I know it’s not my style – but Francesc is one of my greatest weaknesses, possibly because he’s one of the greatest human beings in this market (no, it has nothing to do with the fact that he has bigger hands than Muhammad Ali) and whose company is among the most pleasant in which to enjoy a break from this cruel world. There are times when he doesn’t take his cigar out of his mouth to speak and I think this is admirable because, being the non-smoker that I am – if you want to see me doing something stupid, look up ‘Action Bronson Boqueria’ on YouTube; you won’t regret it – I love the smell of cigar smoke, and I’m a bit envious of people who know how to handle them with skill. I get dizzy after two puffs.
I seem to have overlooked a very important point: Francesc’s olives. You could almost take it for granted that the olives sold at an olive stall in La Boqueria have to be incredible, but there are other stalls - I won’t name names - that can’t hold a candle to Francesc’s. Besides, **few people take the business as seriously as he does**, and as there’s no better way of illustrating a point than with an example, I’ll give you one. I have a restaurant called La Torre d’Alta Mar, which is located in a tower of Barcelona’s port cable car, right at the very top. So you have to ride the lift up, because to have to climb the stairs would mean that half the customers wouldn’t make it, and the other half would drop dead in the foyer. My policy doesn’t include letting customers die, because I think the business would suffer.

One day, a good many years ago, the lift stopped working. Francesc arrived with two tubs of olives, the kind of tubs you could fit the Titanic, Everest and Godzilla into and there would still be room left. I told him the lift wasn’t working and that he should come back with the olives another time. But he was alone and his delivery schedule was so tight that it would be impossible for him to come back. So he looked at me, picked up his tubs, adjusting the handles... and off he went up the stairs. Up 25 flights.

I thought I’d never get to see him again, that he’d be found on the 13th floor collapsed in a heap, with his olives rolling down the stairs. The thought of having to call his wife, speak to his kids... They’d blame me and everybody at his funeral would give me dirty looks. And they’d throw olives at me on the way out. Big fat ones. I imagined it all as if it were one of the films they show on Sunday afternoons, on any channel.

He reappeared ten minutes later, sweating as if he’d just got back from hell. It was a sight worthy of a Viking; I’d always thought Francesc had Nordic blood. ‘Vings, fet [all done],’ he said, giving me one of his slaps on the back - the ones that push your ribs out of your body by a foot - and he left. I can still picture him, walking fast, thinking about his next delivery, cursing my bloody lift. That night I served loads of olives to all the bastards who came, and I didn’t even charge a supplement for the guy who had sweated buckets just so they could enjoy them, which is something I regret deeply. And people ask me why I love Francesc... What’s not to love?